FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Quirt LLC Uses Capstone’s Proprietary Process to
Acquire Majority Interest of GoSystems
Capstone Strategic, Inc. announced today
that Quirt LLC (Quirt) of Auburn Hills,
Michigan has acquired a majority interest
in GoSystems of Kentucky, Inc.
(GoSystems) of Georgetown, Kentucky.
Capstone
advised
Quirt
on
this
transaction.
Quirt is a leading provider of specialized
logistical services, including inbound and
outbound, service parts, and maintenance
repair and operations (MRO) logistics, to
both
manufacturing
and
service
industries.
Additionally, the company
offers consulting and training services.
Quirt has extensive experience in various
vertical
markets,
particularly
in
automotive, serving customers such as
Toyota,
General
Motors,
and
DaimlerChrysler.
Established in 2000, GoSystems provides
supply chain management services. Due
in part to the company’s excellent customer service, the Company experienced
growth every year since its inception. Recently, GoSystems was awarded a United
States Postal Service contract that will significantly expand the combined
companies. GoSystems’ management team has 30 years of industry experience
that will aid Quirt as it bolsters its capability and customer base.
“The combined operations of the two companies will strengthen and expand Quirt’s
existing services,” said Paul D. McQuirter, CEO and owner of Quirt. “Capstone was
with us every step of the way. What made the difference was their proprietary
process, the Road Map to Acquisition. They systematically guided us from
developing and refining our approach to evaluating our options and crafting the right
deal. When you have the experts at Capstone coaching your acquisition team, the
CEO can focus on the deal horizon and integrating the new entity.

Commenting at the close, John Dearing, Managing Director at Capstone said, “The
addition of GoSystems to Quirt’s service platform clearly enhances Quirt’s position
as a leading logistics provider. This transaction specifically focused on the ‘Build the
Relationship’ and deal phases of the Capstone process. Both parties will benefit as
will the combined entity’s customers. It is a winning situation for all involved.”
To learn more about Capstone’s Road Map to Acquisition and how to purchase
private
not-for-sale
companies
please
visit
Capstone’s
website
at
www.capstonestrategic.com.
###

